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The CRS4 Virtual Vasular Projet (ViVa) is aimed to the development of software
tools for hemodynami speialists and ardiovasular surgeons in order to study
and interpret the information produed by non-invasive imaging equipment. The
omputational kernel of the ViVa system is a solver of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for visous inompressible uid, whih govern the blood ow in large vessels
(e.g. arteries). The omputational strategy is based on the domain deomposi-
tion with the mortar element method. The mortar element method provides high
enapsulation on the level of subdomain omputations, i.e. subdomain meshes,
matries, preonditioners an be treated ompletely independently. This feature
allows to implement the mortar method eÆiently within the frames of the objet
oriented approah and C++ programming language. Thanks to the modularity of
the ode, in dierent subdomains we an use dierent meshes (hexagonal, tetra-
hedral), dierent matrix storage shemes (band, sparse), dierent preonditioners.
The exibility in the hoie of the subdomain numerial tehnique makes it possible
to onstrut omputationally \optimal" appliations, for instane, to use multigrid
subdomain preonditioners, or to exploit oarser meshes, where the solution is s-
mooth, et. Thus a library of C++ lasses has been developed, whih an be used
to build a required numerial model.
1 Introdution
In this paper we present a program, Nast++, speially developed for
the simulation of blood ow and passive salars transport in large arteries.
Nast++ is designed as a part of a larger projet (ViVa),
2
being arried out
at the Center for Advaned Studies, Researh and Development in Sardini-
a (CRS4). The aim of ViVa is to develop tools for the modern hemody-
namiist and ardiovasular surgeon to study and interpret the onstantly
inreasing amount of information being produed by noninvasive imaging e-
quipment. In partiular, the system should be able to proess and visualize
three-dimensional medial data, reonstrut the geometry of arteries of spe-
i patients, and simulate blood ow in them.
Nast++ is strutured as a toolbox ontaining bloks (mapped to C++
lasses) whih an be omposed to address a wide sope of appliations requir-
ing the solution of series of ellipti (Poisson, Helmholtz) equations. Nast++
omputational approah is based on the division of the physial spae in sub-
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domains onneted together by mortar elements. The latter omputational
method takes advantage of the weak ontinuity ondition on interfaes be-
tween subdomains to allow for a exible desription of the omputational
proedure within eah subdomain. In partiular, it makes possible to have
non onforming meshes in dierent subdomains.
The linial relevane of blood ow simulation in large arteries is ruial-
ly based on the apability of running the simulation on realisti geometrial
models of the vessels of the patient treated. In general, and even more so in
the pathologial ases, there is a large variability in vessels geometries and
this, in turn, results in a wide variation of possible blood ow behaviors. The
mortar elements approah provides a powerful framework in this appliative
ontext beause it allows to inrease grid resolution where it is needed, typ-
ially lose to bifuration regions, and to substitute parts of the geometry,
for instane to simulate the eet of a angioplasti proedure, without the
need of rebuilding the grids for the whole omputational domain. The mortar
domain deomposition method an be implemented very eetively using OO
tehniques and, moreover, is partiularly well suited for parallelization.
1
In reent years there has been a general eort to use objet oriented
programming tehniques for the numerial solution of partial dierential e-
quations (PDEs) using the nite element method.
9;16
Although the objet
oriented approah makes it easier to develop, modify and adapt a program to
a partiular appliation, we found, as already reported by other authors, that
it is a non trivial task to write a omputationally eÆient C++ ode while
maintaining a objet oriented design.
The ontent of this paper is the following. In the setion 2 we present
the problem, give the weak formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations for
the inompressible ow, and formulate the methods to solve the problem
numerially, suh as the Lagrangian-Galerkin/projetionmethod for the time-
dependent Navier-Stokes equations, and the mortar nite element method.
We also give here a brief sketh of the methods used to solve the resulting
algebrai system. Setion 3 is devoted to the data struture implemented in
the ode and demonstrates some numerial results of blood ow simulation in
prototypial geometries.
2 Problem and Methods
Blood is a ompliated uid with a omplex rheology.
17
However, in the
spei ase of blood ow in large arteries, the length sales and time sale
haraterizing the ow are suh that it is appropriate to desribe it as an
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inompressible Newtonian uid,
20
governed by the following equations
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) is a veloity eld, p is a pressure,  is an average value
for blood kinemati visosity. a visosity oeÆient, f is a volumi external
fore.
In priniple, this model is inomplete beause it neglets the interation
between blood ow and the elasti behavior of the arterial walls. In typial
appliations, however, this interation is onsidered a seondary eet and
thus ignored.
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Nast++ is designed to provide support for uid{struture
interation modeling, but this feature will be reported elsewhere.
We onsider boundary onditions of two types. Assume that the boundary
of the domain 
 is omposed of two parts:
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that is:
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where P
k
(t) is a presribed salar funtion. In the ase of the blood ow
problem  
0
represents a vessel wall boundary, and S
k
are artiial upstream
and downstream setion boundaries. The system (1) along with the boundary
onditions (2) does not result in a well-posed problem, and thus it is neessary
to presribe additional boundary ondition in order to lose the system.
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Besides the boundary onditions (2), it is possible to presribe also a total
pressure or a net ux on the upstream and downstream artiial boundaries
S
k
.
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A weak formulation of the system (1) reads as follows
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where
Du
Dt
=
u
t
+ (u  r)u is the total (material) time derivative, and V
and Q are suitable funtional spaes.
To integrate in time the Navier-Stokes equations we have implemented
a ombination of the frational step projetion method
11;13;19;22
and the
Lagrange-Galerkin (harateristi) method,
18
although the pakage provides
the tools to implement other time advaning shemes. Therefore the prob-
lem is redued to a series of linear ellipti equations with symmetri operators:
three Helmholtz equations for the veloity omponents, and the Poisson equa-
tion for the pressure. This time sheme is onditionally stable, although the
ondition on the time step to guarantee onvergene is not very restritive.
4
The spatial approximation implemented in the Nast++ pakage, is based
on the mortar nite element domain deomposition method.
8;21
We assume
that the physial domain 
 is deomposed into several non-overlapping sub-
domains, 
 =
S
i


i
, in suh a way that a non-empty intersetion between
two subdomains an be either a point, or a urve, or a plane. In the latter
ase we all the intersetion a mortar interfae.
Thanks to the weak ontinuity ondition on the interfaes between sub-
domains, we have more freedom to hoose mesh and approximation in eah
subdomain, i.e., the meshes an be nonmathing on the interfaes, and we
an use dierent nite elements in dierent subdomains. The Nast++ pak-
age provides the hoie between tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes, and in
the latter ase the mesh an be unstrutured or strutured, i.e. \topologially
equivalent" to a Cartesian grid. In any ase it is assumed that eah mesh is
derived using several levels of uniform renement, from a given oarse mesh.
A formulation of the mortar element method with Lagrange multipliers
7
as applied to an ellipti linear equation gives rise to an algebrai saddle point
problem with the matrix

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where eah matrix A
i
orresponds to a subdomain problem. To solve a linear
algebrai problem with the matrix (4), an iterative method is implemented,
with a blok diagonal preonditioner, ontaining subdomain preonditioners,
spetrally equivalent to the matries A
i
.
1;15
To make full use of the mul-
tilevel struture of subdomain meshes, we have implemented the multigrid
preonditioner
12
for Nast++.
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3 Program Struture and Numerial Results
A typial Nast++ main routine has the following struture
void main(int arg, har **argv) {
NS_Equations problem(argv[1℄);
problem.makeBoundaryConditions();
problem.makeTimeSheme();
problem.runTimeSheme();
}
where NS Equations is a C++ lass, implementing the numerial methods
and the orresponding data struture. On the \highest" level of the pakage
we tried to take advantage of this approah as muh as possible. For in-
stane, the lass NS Equations is derived (inherited) from the template lass
Domain<Operator type>, whih is a base for development of appliations. It
ontains basially the information on the geometrial properties of the prob-
lem and is dened approximately as follows:
template<Operator_type> lass Domain {
proteted:
VECTOR<Geom_subdomain> geom_subdomains_;
VECTOR<Variable> variables_;
};
NS_Equations
Convection Domain<OperaT>
Variable<OperaT>
MortarSubdomain
Preconditioner Matrix Mesh MortarMatrix SurfaceMesh
Characteristic
Figure 1. Struture of the Nast++ pakage.
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The data member VECTOR<Variable> variables indeed represents atual
variables of the problem in a \mathematial" sense. For example, in the ase
of NS Equations lass variables [0℄ represents a veloity omponent, and
variables [1℄ - a pressure.
The general struture of the Nast++ pakage and its basi omponent
are shown on Figure 1. In this setion we present some simulation results
obtained on prototypial geometries. The main purpose of these simulation is
to show that Nast++ is atually able to drive ows using the average pressure
boundary onditions desribed above and that the subdomain deomposition
used does not introdue unphysial disontinuities in the resulting ow. Figure
2 is a model
5
for an aneurism, a loal, pathologial enlargement of a vessel.
The omputational domain is split in 3 regions, with one haraterized by a
high resolution grid in the aneurism region. The adjaent gure shows the ow
resulting by an assigned pressure dierene between the inlet and the outlet
surfaes. The geometry and the in ow, out ow onditions are the same
speied in
5
, and the resulting ow is, within numerial errors, onsistent
with what reported there. As an be glimpsed from the image, and proved
by more aurate heks, the ow disontinuities are within the numerial
approximation errors. The geometry of the seond example is desribed in
Figure 3. Here we onsider a simplied bifuration model. Again the geometry
is partitioned in several subdomains eah with dierent resolution grids, and,
as before, we are using an higher resolution grid in the bifuration region.
Figure 2. Finite element mesh and veloity prole for the aneurism problem: 3 tetrahedral
meshes.
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The resulting ow, driven by assigned pressure dierenes, is onsistent with
what found in the literature for similar geometries and it does not appear to
be aeted by the domain deomposition.
4 Conlusions
We have presented Nast++ , a pakage speially developed for the eÆient
numerial simulation of blood ow in large arteries. Nast++ is based on a
marriage between an algorithmi framework { the mortar element domain
deomposition { and a software tehnology { objet oriented programming {
that are well suited to eah other. As we hinted in this artile, the result
is a omputationally eÆient and exible tool that is well adapted to the
simulation of blood ow in large arteries.
In this paper, we have mainly disussed some of the tehnologial aspets
of Nast++. In a forthoming artile we will report on its appliation to the
simulation of blood ow in realisti, and linially relevant, arterial geometries.
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